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INTEGRATION OF THE AVLIS PROCESS INTO THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE 

ABSTRACT 

In June 1985, the United States Department of Energy (DOE) 
completed an extensive evaluation of advanced uranium isotope 
separation processes and selected the a.t antic vapor leaser 
isotopic reparation (AVLIS) process as its advanced uranium 
enrichment process. AVLIS utilizes uranium metal feed and 
produces enriched uranium metal as a product, and because of 
this does not need to have UFg as an intermediate material. 
More cost effective and chemically efficient uranium process
ing options are available for development to production 
status. This paper will briefly describe the AVLIS process 
and present a general overview of alternative chemical 
processing methods being investigated to ensure a smooth and 
cost effective integration of AVLIS into the nuclear fuel 
cycle. 

AVLIS PROCESS DESCRIPTION 
The AVLIS process being developed at Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory in Liverraore, California with support 
from Hartin Marietta Energy Systems in Oak Ridge, Tennessee 
exploits the fact that the different electron energies of 
U 2 3 S and U 2 3 8 absorb different colors of light. In the AVLIS 
process, lasers are tuned to emit a combination of colors 
that will be absorbed only by a U 2 3 S atom, which subsequently 
emits an electron, allowing the charged U 2 3 5 ion to be 
selectively separated using electromagnetic fields. The AVLIS 
process includes two major component systems: a laser system 
and a separator system. The schematic in figure 1 illustrates 
the process. 

The Laser System. The laser system uses two tyves of lasers: 
dye lasers that generate the light used for photo ionization 
of the uranium, and copper-vapor lasers that pump (energize) 
the dye lasers. Powerful green-yellow light from electrically 
driven copper-vapor lasers is converted to red-orange light 
in the dye laser. This red-orange light is tuned to the 
precise colors that are absorbed by tf335 but not by U 2 3 8 . 
This laser-pumped-laser scheme is required because dye lasers 
cannot be powered directly by electricity. 

The Separator System. Uranium metal is melted by means of an 
electron beam that creates an atomic vapor stream of 
U z 3 S / U 2 3 B . The tuned dye laser beams are passed through the 
vapor stream where they photoionize the u 2 3 5 atoms. An 
electromagnetic field deflects the selected photo ions to the 
product collector where they condense. The U 2 3 S atoms, which 
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are unaffected by the color-selective laser beams, pass 
through the product collector to condense on the tails-
collector. The enriched uranium liquid metal condensate flows 
out of the separator to be cast and stored in solid metallic 
form for eventual conversion to uranium oxide for reactor 
fuel rods. 

• M«t»Hic urMMim it m»h—] Mid vaporua*). 
Tb* vapor t> tfhnnwww# by 

iMtofM. Th« torn art itmt fftactromafaattcaHy 
ucTnctad. trim thaws ch» draft of tha 
Mparation ptocm 

Figure 1 
ATOMIC VAPOR LASER ISOTOPE SEPARATION <AVUS) PROCESS 

Basic Advantages of the AVLIS Process. The AVLIS process is 
inherently more efficient than conventional separation 
processes. Both gaseous diffusion and gas centrifuge tech
niques rely on isotopic mass differences (about .01 for 
uranium), resulting in low enrichment efficiency. In con
trast, AVLIS's fundamental atomic selectivity (U 2 3 S atoms 
collected per U 2 3 S atom collected), which uses the isoCopic 
color signature, is greater than 10,000. Because of this, 
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AVLIS can achieve a high degree of isotopic enrichment, 
increasing from 0.7% to 3% to 4% U 2 3 5 in a single .stage , 
using relacively little capital equipment. This high enrich
ment efficiency, together with low energy requirements for 
vaporization and laser-beam generation, results in the 
advantageous combination of low capital, low energy, and low 
operating costs for AVLIS. 
Uranium Processing. Currently commercial enrichment methods, 
and consequently the world 's nuclear fuel cycle, are operated 
within a UFg ln--UFg out mode. The feed is prepared from the 
ore concentrate by feed converters under contract to the 
utility owners, and the enriched product UFg is processed to 
nuclear fuel oxide also under contract to the utilities by 
the fuel fabricators. Since AVLIS is a metal-based process; 
i.e., uranium metal is required as feed to the separator 
vessel and an enriched uranium metal product is produced, 
some changes to integrate AVLIS into the nuclear fuel cycle 
in both the feed supply and product handling systems are 
advantageous. For a 14 million separative work unit (SUU/yr) 
AVLIS enrichment plant, approximately 17,000 metric tons of 
uranium feed will be required and more than 3000 metric tons 
of isotopicaily enriched uranium metal will be produced. Dur
ing DOE's advanced isotope selection process, part of the 
basic decision criteria required a UFg in--UFg out method of 
operation. This requirement penalized the AVLIS economics 
because head end processing was required to convert UFg to U-
metal, and the product metal had to be converted to UFg. It 
was known some alternative forms other than UFg for feed and 
product could provide AVLIS with the opportunity to reduce 
the overall fue1 cycle costs. Soon after AVLIS was selected, 
a team of uranium processing experts was assembled, and a 
sys terns analysis study was initiated. The purpose of this 
study was to evaluate alternative uranium processing methods 
and identify the most cost effective feed and product 
conversion processes, starting with uranium ore concentrate 
and ending with a qualified ceramic grade uranium oxide for 
producing fuel pellets. Participants included personnel from 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Martin Marietta 
Energy Systems, Bechtel National, Argonne National Labora
tory, Georgia Institute of Technology, Kaiser Aluminum and 
Chemical Company, and Kaiser Engineers, Inc. The study was 
constrained only by options that: 1) were possible and 
sensible technically; 2) could meet the programmatic sche
dule; and 3) were most able to interface to industry. With 
regard to schedule, current plans are to deploy AVLIS 
sometime during the mid 19 90's. Since feed and product 
conversion contracts can easily run 5-10 years, and sometimes 
even longer, it is important to consider AVLIS uranium 
processing issues now. This allows not only adequate time for 
conversion contracts to be negotiated, but also for develop-
ing alternative processes, making any capital modifications 
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or building new plants, and obtaining any necessary regula
tory approvals that may be required to be able to meet AVLIS 
uranium processing needs. 

A general description of the original baseline processes 
(those that involved UFg for feed and product) and the alter
native processing methods studied, along with advantages, 
disadvantages, fuel cycle issues, and general economics will 
be briefly presented in this paper. Processes studied for 
feed convers ion included: 1) thermite reduction; 2) electro
lytic reduction; and 3) pyrotnetallurgical processes. Product 
conversion alternatives studied included: 1) fluorination to 
UF5; 2) dissolution and solvent extraction followed by ADU 
precipitation and calcination of the uranyl nitrate; 3) 
direct denitrar.ion of the uranyl nitrate; and 4) pyroredox or 
distillation followed by steam oxidation. Other methods were 
investigated and eliminated prior to extensive consideration 
because they did not meet the three constraints imposed on 
the s tudy, These methods will be briefly mentioned in the 
pape r. 

FEED CONVERSION BASELINE DESIGN 

AVLIS enrichment operations are generally insensitive to many 
impurities, and since product purification is planned, higher 
impurity levels than have been demonstrated and accepted for 
reactor metal fuel uses can be accepted for AVLIS feed. This 
situation provides the opportunity to inves tigate metal 
production processes chat may not be acceptable for other 
applications requiring high purity. Table I presents a 
preliminary metal feed specification to the AVLIS separator. 
It is the intent of the AVLIS program to continue to evaluate 
feed specifications to see where other material limits may be 
relaxed, particularly where it offers the opportunity to 
further reduce the cost of feed production. 

Thermite reduction process--UF6-to-metal. The we 11 - developed 
industry standard process for preparation of uranium metal is 
the magnesiothermic reduction process-so called "bomb" by 
the characteristic ignition that takes place within the 
reactor when reducing the uranium tetrafluoride (UF4) to 
uranium metal . (Figure 2) In current practice, metal is 
produced by first reducing uranium hexafluoride (UFg) to UF 4 

with hydrogen typically in a flame reactor according to the 
following equation: 

UF 5 + H 2 = UF 4 + 2HF 
Although the thermodynamic equilibrium, even at room tempera
ture, is considerably driven toward the formation of UF4 
solid, the mini mum wall Temperature required for satisfactory 
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initiation of the reaction is 425°C. The exothermicity of the 
reaction increases the temperature rapidly and the reaction 
goes to completion essentially as a flame. Extensive off-gas 
treatment systems are required to recover the anhydrous HF 
which is a major by-product of this reaction and to eliminate 
trace quantities from vent gases. 

Table I 
U-METAL SPECIFICATION 

• COMPOSITION: THE MATERIAL SHALL CONFORM TO THE FOLLOWING 
PERCENTAGES BY WEIGHT, DETERMINED BY METHODS AGREED UPON 
BY PURCHASER AND VENDOR. 

URANIUM 
CARBON 
CHROMIUM 
COPPER 
IRON 
NICKEL 
SILICON 
ALL OTHER METALLICS (EACH) 

99.00 MINIMUM 
80 PPM MAXIMUM 
200 PPM MAXIMUM 
200 PPM MAXIMUM 
200 PPM MAXIMUM 
200 PPM MAXIMUM 
100 PPM MAXIMUM 
50 PPM MAXIMUM 

CONDITION: DERBIES SHALL BE SURFACE CLEANED AND ACID PICKLED 
TO REMOVE ALL SURFACE SLAG AND SALTS. 

DENSITY: > 18.0 gms/cc 

Magnesium metal in slight excess of the stoichiometric ratio 
is added to the UF^ in a fully encapsulated steel vessel 
(reactor) which is lined with magnesium fluoride slag or gra
phite. The mixture is electrically heated to about 650°C at 
which point the exothermic reaction which produces magnesium 
fluoride and uranium metal initiates and the temperature 
rises rapidly to approximately 1400°C. About 96% metal 
product yield in the form of a regulus or so-called "derby" 
is achieved. Product separation of the uranium metal from the 
magnesium fluoride slag is achieved by gravity flow of the 
much denser uranium molten metal through the molten slag. The 
reaction vessel is removed from the furnace, cooled, dis
assembled, and emptied with the uranium derby breaking away 



from the slag chunks. Slag is ground for recovery and recycle 
for use as liner material. Uranium may be recovered from the 
slag by wet or dry (with fluorine) leaching. 
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Figure 2 
AVLIS BASELINE FEED CONVERSION FLOWSHEET 

While this process has been in industrial application for 
decades, primary disadvantages of the thermite reduction 
process include: 1) the high value starting materials (UF 6, 
Mg) ; 2) the large volumes or magnesium fluoride wastes which 
are generated and the associated escalating was te costs; 3} 
the batchwise nature of the process, although some R&D work 
has been conducted on making it a continuous process; and 4) 
the need for well converted feed material (>96% UF^ content) 
with satisfactory density and particle size and acceptable 
amounts of impurities in order to achieve economic yields. It 
was these primary disadvantages that were considered in the 
search for a new candidate process that could provide low 
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cost uranium metal to the AVLIS process and meet the required 
plant development schedules. 
Thermi te reduction process- - UF/, -to-metal , Since the s tandard 
industrial process for producing UF 6 includes hydrofluorina-
tion of UO2 to UF4 (figure 3) , it seems unnecessary to 
produce UF5 only then to reduce the material back to UF^ 
prior to metal reduction. The UF4 produced by hydrogen 
reduction of UFg is essentially 100% UF4 with very low 
impurity levels and with good densicy. This feed material 
produces good metal yields of low impurity level. Some 
industrial methods for UFg production from ore concentrate 
include an up-front solvent extraction process which is 
expected to provide satisfactory metal purity directly from 
the UF4 intermediate product. This will eliminate the need to 
produce UFQ and result in measurable cost savings for feed 
produc tion. 

4 ~ - -t 
1 1 F E E O ~ ! . 

W PREP TO »J 
SEPARATOR 

DISSOLUTION & 
SOLVENT 

EXTRACTION 
WITH DIRECT 
OENITRATICN I 

I DISSOLUTION 
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AVL1S V FLUORIDE *** FUEL 
ENRICHMENT I * VOLATILITY 

TO UF S * 
FABHICATIOI 

ISTILLATION 
t* STEAM 

OXIDATION 

PVBOMCTALUJRGV 
4 STEAM 

OXIDATION *} 
Figure 3 

AVLIS URANIUM PROCESSING ALTERNATIVES 

FEED CONVERSION ALTERNATIVES 

Shortly after AVLIS was selected for further process develop
ment, a systems analys is s tudy was initiated to reevaluate 
methods for providing uranium processing for AVLIS. It was 
known with a reasonable level of confidence that UFg tech
nology did not offer the lowest overall fuel cycle cost for 
an AVLIS enrichment based fuel cycle. The systems analysis 
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study looked at a broad range of potential technologies for 
both feed and product processing. The better technologies, 
based on technical maturity, demonstrated performance, 
industrial interface, and required RD&D resources were 
selected to develop scoping level, plant-scale flowsheets, 
hardware designs, facility layouts, and operating require
ments. Production plant capital and operating co: ts were 
roughly estimated from these designs. Based on this study, 
those uranium processing technologies which provided the 
lowest overall cost, most mature technology and most easily 
met plant deployment schedules were identified. Potential 
advanced AVLIS uranium processing feed conversion methods 
were evaluated by starting with ots concentrate (primarily 
u3°t]) a s a n initial feedstock rather than UFg to provide 
metal feed to an AVLIS production plant. 
Electrolytic Reduction. Electrolytic reduction has long been 
an es tab lis tied industrial process for producing metals. 
Electrolytic reduction of uranium in fact, has been reported 
in the literature for many years wita by far the most 
significant work being performed by the Mallinckrodt Chemical 
Company for the Atomic Energy Commission (the predecessor of 
the DOE) during the late 19 50' s and early 1960's L> 2' 3. The 
basic chemical reactions in the Mallinckrodt cell pre as 
follows: 

+ 4e" (At anode) 

+ 4e~ 

(At cathode) 

or UOo + 2C => 2C0 + U° (Overall) 

UF4 + C => CF 4 + U° 
The operating temperature may be selected above 1133°C to 
allow recovery of U as a molten metal or at a lower tempera
ture *-.o produce a dendritic U-solid. For this latter cas = t 

the temperature must be kept above the electrolyte freezing 
point. The Mallinckrodt effort, which was operated at a cell 
temperature of about 1200°C, was successful in produci ng more 
than 50 tons of uranium metal by electrolytically reducing a 
mixture of partially converted uranium dioxide (UO2) and UF4 
in a molten salt electrolyte bath consisting of UF4 , lithium 
flurride (LiF), and barium fluoride (BaFj). The I7F4 is needed 
to provide sufficient solubility of the uranium oxide in ~he 
molten salt bath. The Mallinckrodt: cell was operated such 
that significant quantities of the U-Tne*.al were produced from 
UF^. This is a disadvantage of the Mallinckrodt operation 
since one objective of the advanced processes LOT supplying 
feec1 was to minimize the required uranium processing prior to 

U0 2 + 2C => 2C0 + U + 4 

and UF 4 + C => CF 4 + U + 4 

U+ 4 + 4e" => U° 
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metal reduction. For large requirements of UF4 in the cell 
feed, electrolytic reduction then loses part of its advantage 
ever thermite reduction of UF4. 
During operation of the Malllnckrodt cell, low current 
efficiencies of about 20-40% were obtained due to several 
factors: 

Paras it j.c current flow to the graphite side walls; 
A substantial cyclic valence interchange from 
U+4 + e- <=* U + 3 

A significant back reaction of the uranium with the 
anode gas . 

Anode bus 

U 3 0 8 / U F 4 feed - , 
Cathode bus 

Insulation 

Nonconsumable anode 
conn ictor 

Consumable graphite 
Miode 

Molten salt 

Graphite crucible 
(cathode) 

U 0 2 + 2C - 2 CO + U * 4 + 4e" Atanode 

U 4 4 + 4e" - U° At cathode 

U 0 2 + 2C - 2 CO + U° Overall 

Figure 4 
SCHEMATIC OF ELECTROLYTIC CHLL FOR PREPARATION OF U-METAL 

A cell schematic and a flowsneet for the electro lytic 
production of uranium raecal are shown in figures 4 & 5 , 
respectively. The electrolytic cell cons ists of & graphite 
coritainer sun ounded by low density insulation. Between the 
graphite and the low density insulation is a lining of high 
density refractory. The graphite provides nominal containment 
of the bath wh:*.le the dense refractory provides ultimate 
containment of the bath by alloving establishment of a freeze 
line in the refractory itself. Uranium oxide mixed with UF4 
is fed to the cell continuously. While the solubility of the 
oxide in the bath is relatively low, s tudies indicate the 
solubility may be improved by as much as a factor of 2-5 by 
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using CaF2 instead of BaF2 in the electrolyte salt*' . 
Uranium is formed at the cathode and coalesces in the cell 
bottom and is recovered from each cell by vacuum tapping. The 
cell and plant were designed for total containment of the 
uranium as required by current standards. While the 
Mallinckrodt work served as a valuable experience base, many 
advancements in electrolytic technology have taken place 
since the Mallinckrodt efforts, primarily in the aluminum 
industry. It is expected that by incorporating many of these 
technology advancements in the uranium application, current 
efficiencies may icprovs to 40-80%. 
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ELECTROLYTIC REDUCTION OF U 3 0 8 TO U-METAL 

As each cell reaches a predetermined time period, it will be 
shutdown and refurbished. During refurbishment all materials 
are recovered and recycled to the maximum extent possible to 
minimize waste disposal requirements. The recycled materials 
include bath chemicals and the graphite container which 
should have a lifetime greater than the planned operating 
period between shutdown. Waste streams from the process 
include CO and CO? from the cell off-gas and graphite , LiF, 
UF4, and U from the refurbishment step. 

The electrolytic process has several advantages over the 
thermite reduction process. First, it is a one step contin
uous process which has a large portion of the feed as a lower 
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value added material" ( u o2 o r u o c where UOC stands for uranium 
ore concentrate). Next, the process is continuous rather chan 
batch resulting in lower operating costs. Also the product is 
in a liquid form which may have advantages in processing It 
further in the AVLIS system. A further advantage of the 
electrolytic process is that it generates significantly less 
quantities of waste materials than the thermite process, 
particularly solid waste. This means the process has a low 
sensitivity to increasing waste disposal costs. The fact that 
the electrolytic process is based on an industrialized 
process for making aluminum is also a s ignifleant advantage. 
Disadvantages of the process are that it requires: 1) a high 
operating temperature (1170-1200°C); 2) careful control of 
the oxide feed rate, 3) requires some quantity of UF4 in the 
feed, and results in additional impurities in the AVLIS feed. 
This latter item will only be a disadvantage if it proves to 
exceed AVLIS feed specifications. 

In the current AVLIS study, the cost impact of starting with 
different feed materials was evaluated. To provide the lowest 
overall cost, the process should start with the lowest value 
added material which is UOC or U3O3. An evaluation was made 
which indicates that UOC may be a feasible starting material 
for the electrolytic process. However, UOC has : ;a higher 
impurity level than UO2 which won't affect the electrolytic' 
process but potentially impacts the AVLIS process itself. 
Although preparation of uranium metal by electrolytic 
reduction appears promising, a significant development 
program would be required to demonstrate the process and the 
improved flowsheet. 

Pyrometallurgical processes. As defined in this study, 
pyrometallurgical reduction processes are characterized by 
reduction of the uranium compound using a metal agent in the 
presence of a molten salt. Possible reduetants are in the 
alkaline earth (Mg, Ca) or alkali metal (Li , Ka) families. 
Pyrometallurgical process have been applied commonly in the 
Kroll process for titanium and zirconium production. For the 
uranium systems analysis study, two methods were considered: 
1) reduction of uranium trichloride, and 2) direct reduction 
of uranium oxide. Flowsheets for both are presented in 
figures 6 & 7. The process is operated batchwise and follows 
a cycle of charging, reduction, distillation, melting and 
casting. Feed mixtures are prepared by combining either UCI3 
or U30£; with molten anhydrous MgCl2- This mixture enters the 
reducer/melter along with a magnes ium-zinc alloy. Mg metal is 
then added which is supplied with Mg from the MgCl2 electro
lysis step. Two phases are formed; a molten salt phase which 
contains the uranium compound, MgCl2 and Mg and a molten Mg-
Zn phase at the bottom of the vessel. The ingredients are 
then heated to 800°C to maintain a molten state. Uranium 
formed from the reduction process enters the Zn-Hg alloy 
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phase and is only soluble to about 1% in this alloy phase. 
Any uranium in excess of this solubility limit precipitates 
as metallic uranium to form a third phase in the vessel. 
Other alloy compositions nay be suitable. The alloy phase 
separates the molten salt from the solid uranium to protect 
from back reaction of the uranium metal. 

U3°8 
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HCI MgC 2 
Mg 
MgCI 2 
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pre paration ci 2 

Figure 6 
PRYOMETALLURGICAL Mg-Zn REDUCTION TO METAL 

Once the reaction has reached completion, the MgCl2 salt 
phase is transferred out via pressuring the vessel with an 
inert gas; e.g., argon. The Zn-Mg alloy and any residual 
MgCl2 are vacuum distilled and condensed in the overhead 
condenser of the reducer-raelter vessel. After vacuum distill
ation is complete, pure uranium solids remain in tue reducer -
melter which is then heated to 1200°C so that the cranium is 
molten and flows easily for casting. 

While both processes are similar in nature, each produces 
some very unique problems. Chlorination of uranium oxide is 
not a straight forward task. Uranium tetrachloride has been 
produced in significant quantities by reacting the oxide with 
carbon tetrachloride with the resulting byproduct bein^; a 
mixture of CO2 and phosgene. Other organic reagents such as 
hexachloropropene may be used. Another possible method to 
chlorinate uranium oxide is by reaction of a mixture of 
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carbon and the UO2 with CI2 • Preparation by crystallization 
from aqueous solution and dehydration is not straight forward 
because of the strong tendency of the hydrate Co convert to 
oxychlorides during decomposition. If desired, the UCIA may 
be reduced to UCI3 with H2. Other ways have been demonstrated 
but all either use expensive reagents, are difficult to 
achieve or produce hazardous intermediate or final waste 
products. For this reason, the direct reduction of U3O3 with 
magnesturn wa.3 investigated. 
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Figure 7 
DIRECT REDUCTION OF U 30 8WITH MgO RECYCLE 

For the direct reduction process, signIfleant quantities of 
magnesium oxide are formed and remain with the MgCl2 molten 
salt. It is desirable to separate the MgO from the MgCl2- a n d 

then to convert the MgO to MgCl2 for subsequent reduction by 
electrolysis to magnesium metal and chlorine gas. Separation 
of the MgO from the MgCl2 presents the first obstacle. Once 
this is accomplished, industrial processes do exis t 5•^ to 
convert and dehydrate the MgO to anhydrous MgCli , although 
most industrial processes require some additional reagents 
and the formation of intermediate compounds. Because of 
stoichiometric relationships, this reaction requires 1.75 
times the raagnes ium to produce a unit of uranium metal than 
does the chlorination process. There are also several 
uncertainties regarding how well che MgO will flow in molten 
MgCl2- Furthermore, if it proves impractical to separate MgO 
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from the MgCl2, the total HgO/MgCl2 mixture will have to be 
cooled, dissolved, then later made anhydrous again. 
Pyrometallurgical processes, either chlorination or direct 
reduction, are further complicated by the fact that process 
demonscraticns have only been performed on bench scale 
equipment and the design of the reducer/meIter is conceptual. 

Other feed conversion alternatives. In the investigation for 
viable alternatives, other possible metal reduction methods 
were identified. These included carbothermic hydrogen 
reduction and hydrogen plasma reduction. These processes were 
initially screened out on the basis of technical feasibility. 
While carbothermic reduction may not be thermodynamically 
possible, plasma reduction appears to have some potential 
merit, though certainly a lengthy development effort would be 
required. 

PRODUCT CONVERSION BASELINE DESIGN 

Enriched material is received from the separator in one of 
two forms--either as metal uranium or as a mixture of oxides 
and graphite from the refurbishment of separator components. 
The eventual material for pellet fabrication, ceramic grade 
UO2. has some very unique characteristics and stringent 
performance requirements before it can be accepted. It is 
widely reported that the properties of the UO2 powder are 
profoundly influenced by the powder's method of production, 
and the powder properties have a s trong impact on its 
compressibility and sinterability to pellet form. Factors 
expected to affect sinterabillty are grain and particle size, 
shape and density, surface area, oxygen-uranium ratio, 
fabrication procedures, sintering atmospheres, and impuri
ties. In the selection of product convers ion alternatives for 
AVLIS, the method that is finally implemented mus c ultimately 
provide fully acceptable fuel pellets. 

Fluorination to UFg . The enriched metal and metal oxides can 
be converted to a nuclear grade UFg as shown on the product 
convers ion process flow diagram (Figure 8), After conversion 
the enriched UFg would follow the same path as enriched 
product from diffusion and centrifuge plants. It would be 
transported to the various fuel fabricators for conversion to 
ceramic grade uranium oxide and ultimately manufactured into 
fuel pellets and placed into fuel rods. No difficulties are 
expected with the .1ptroduction of AVLIS-produced UFg into the 
fuel eyele. 

The principal steps in the UFg conversion process are 
oxidation, fluorination, product collection, purification, 
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and blending. The heart of the process is centered around the 
oxidation and fluorination steps. For the enriched metal 
stream, oxidation to u^Og can be accomplished in an electric
ally heated vibrating tray reactor with wall temperature of 
400°C. For the oxide stream, the oxidation step serves to 
burn out residual carbon left from the graphite components 
used in the separator vessel. This material must be heated to 
about 800°C in a rotary kiln to effect the carbon removal. 
Oxidized material must contain >9 5% oxide to meet process 
fluorination feed specifications. 

Impure ^ 
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Figure 8 
PRODUCT CONVERSION FLOWSHEET 

The oxidized material is converted directly to UFg by 
reaction with fluorine in a fluidized bed. A magnesium 
fluoride diluent is used in the reactor to provide distribu
tion of the reaction through the bed volume and help carry 
the heat of the very exothermic reaction to the walls for 
heat removal. Once the u^Og feed is introduced into the 
reactor, the reaction temperature is brought to &50 to 550°C 
by appropriately adjusting the reactor gas flow, heaters and 
cooling air flow, and the feed rate of U3O8 . The fluidized 
beds with a nominal bed depth of one meter (m) are designed 
to process 450 kg of uranium per day. 
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PRODUCT CONVERSION ALTERNATIVES 

Just as for feed conversion, product convers ion was given a 
broader evaluation in the systems analysis study. If the con
straint to supply UFg is removed, cost reduction can be 
achieved in the AVLIS plant, and another less expensive 
material suitable for conversion to ceramic grade oxide ana 
fuel pellets may be used as the interface material between 
the enrichment and the fuel fabrication steps. For cost 
comparisons, it is not sufficient to compare only the 
production cost to UFg; the cost required to convert the 
uranium hexafluoride gas to ceramic grade uranium oxide must 
also be included, Since UFg-»U02 conversion is done routinely 
throughout the fuel fabrication industry (through either dry 
or w. ~. chemical processing methods) this paper will not delve 
into the different proven processes used. 

Because the AVLIS product will contain some impurities, a 
purification step is first required prior to converting the 
material into a form suitable for further fuel fabrication 
processing. For some advanced processing alternatives, this 
purification step can be handled with a solvent extraction 
cycle of the dissolved metal. For other processes considered, 
pyrometallurgical processes (similar to those proposed for 
feed conversion), distillation and elec trorefining are 
methods to purify the metal. For the purposes of this paper, 
the purification methods other than dissolution/solvent 
extraction will not be discussed in great detail. Instead, 
emphasis will be given to the subsequent processing steps 
being considered for providing ceramic grade UO2 prior tc 
conventional fabrication processing to fuel rods. The primary 
oxide preparation methods considered include 1) ammonium 
diuranate (ADU) precipitation followed by calcination and 
reduction, 2) direct denitration of uranyl nitrate (UNH) 
followed by reduction, and 3) steam oxidation of uranium 
metal to uranium dioxide. A variation of this latter method 
is to provide additional steps of oxidation and reduction to 
the uranium dioxide to improve the ceramic qualities of the 
final uranium dioxide material produced. Each of these 
methods will be presented below. 

Dissolution/solvent extraction with ADU precipitation and 
calc ination. This process utilizes process steps t> at are 
already used to some degree and in some manner on a commer
cial scale by the nuclear industry, although not in an 
integrated form for uranium metal. Figure 9 provides a 
general flowsheet of the process as envis ioned for this 
application. The enriched uranium metal casting is dissolved 
in a nitric acid solution. Uranium is separated from the 
impurities by solvent extraction into a solvent composed of 
an organic; such as tributyl phosphate (TBP) dissolved in 
dodccane. Impurities remain in the aqueous or raffinate 
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phase. The extraction raffinate, containing trace amounts of 
uranium in addition to the contaminants, is calcined to form 
a mixed metal oxide before disposal at a low level waste 
disposal site. The uranium loaded solvent is fed to a 
stripping column where the purified uranium is removed from 
the organic solvent with dilute nitric acid. The resulting 
uranyl nitrate solution is concentrated by evaporation and 
blended to the correct uranium assay by the addition of 
normal assay uranyl nitrate. Ammonia is then added to 
precipitate ammonium diuranate (ADU), and the ADU precipitate 
is removed by centrifugatton. Uranium dioxide is formed by 
calcination and reduction of the ADU material. Gaseous 
effluents fr'oo all process steps are scrubbed and filtered 
prior to release. 
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Figure 9 
SOLVENT EXTRACTION/ADU-PRODUCT PURIFICATION OVERVIEW 

Although the major process steps in the solvent extcac-
ticn/ADU precipitation process for AVLIS product conversion 
are common in the nuclear industry, process demonstration 
efforts will be required to adapt these processes to the 
AVLIS uranium product. Due to criticality/throughput 
concerns, a slab type dissolver may be best. The dissolver 
design for the uranium oxide separator refurbishment stream 
may be different than the dissolver for the uranium metal 
stream because of expected differences in dissolution rates. 
The extraction system may employ pulse columns or centrifugal 
contactors. Once the material is purified, the ADU precipi
tation/calcination equipment is based on that typically used 
in the nuclear industry for wet processing and scrap recovery 
lines. Some development vork will be required in tuning 
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specific extraction/precipitation 
treatment areas. 

designs and in waste 

One potential disadvantage of this process is shared with all 
of the advanced options investigated. Fuel pellets produced 
with starting materials other than UFg will require extensive 
characterization and testing to assure pellet quality and 
performance. ADU precipitation/calcination also has some dis
advantages in terms of controlling precipitation to give the 
correct morphology, yet yielding a slurry which may be 
readily filtered or cantrifuged. Problems with processing 
substantial ammonfum nitrate wastes are also present. 

Direct denltrat-ion of UNH. Direct denitration 01 the uranyl 
nitrate solution to UO3 and subsequent hydrogen reduction to 
UOo alternative that has received much attention 
primarily in mixed oxide fuels (MOX) studies and also appears 
vo have distinct advantages for AVLIS uranium product. 
Typically, thermal denitration of TJNH has ths disadvantages 
of "waste" or "dough" stages and of giving a low surface area 
product with poor sinterability characteristics. Two modified 
denitration processes, one developed by the Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory and one developed by Coraurhex 01 France, 
eliminate thest disadvantages and appear to ha attractive 
candidates in this alternative route. These processes both 
avoid the molten stage in dehydration-denitration which 
result in low surface area, non-ceramic grade powder 
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SCHEMATIC FLOWSHEET FOR DIRECT DENITRATION URANIUM 

OXIDE PRODUCTION 

I n Che ORNL p r o c e s ( f i g u r e 1 0 ) , p o w d e r s p o s s e s s i n g p r e c i p i -
j r i s t i c s , c a n be p r o d u c e d by Che s i m p l e 
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produced have excellent physical characteristics with B.E.T. 
surface area of about 5-15 ra^/g, a predominant particle size 
of less than 10 microns, and result in a uniform pellet 
having a favorable density potential after sintering at 1450-
1700°C, Typically, ammonium nitrate additions of 1.0 to 2.0 
KH4 +/metal molar compositions are sufficient to produce the 
good powder characteristics'. 

At a recent conference in Vienna, Austria", the French 
company Comurhex (a subsidiary of Pechiney) reported success
ful development of a process to obtain sinterable oxides by 
direct denitration. This process, called NITROX, was develop
ed for MOX fuels but there is also direct application to 
denitration of ur&nyl nitrate solutions. Comurhex reports 
nitrate solutions are concentrated to about 1200 g/1 and then 
crystallized by cooling. The nitrate powder is dehydrated and 
then denitrated at reduced pressure. The oxide is finally 
calcined and reduced to UO2. The main step in the process is 
denitration and dehydration which is conducted using a 
pressure and temperature combination that obviates melting of 
the nitrates. Dehydration and denitration is carried out in 
discrete steps holding the material at 20, 260, and 400°C for 
periods of about 1,5 hours each. Calcination and reduction.of 
the UO3 is accomplished at about 600°C and requires about 1 
hour for each step, UO2 rith B.E.T. surface area of 6.2 m^/g 
and density of 1.7g/cc is typically produced. Sintered oxide 
density up to 96% of theoretical is commonly achieved. 

Steam oxidation. Direct oxidation of pure uranium metal to 
uranium dioxide was examined as a possible alternative for 
produc t processing primarily because it also provides a dry 
method for producing UO2. Many fuel fabricators are turning 
away from wet chemical methods in favor of dry processes 
which produce less waster. Process steps for steam oxidation 
are presented in figure 11. 

The equation: 
U + 2H 20 => U 0 2 + 2H 2 

is commonly reported as the resultant equation of reaction, 
although the reaction mechanisms are much more complicated.° 
Many experiments have been performed to gather kinetic data 
and identify the form of the oxide produced. Wilson, et a l . ^ 
reported the resulting form was dramatically affected by the 
temperature at which the oxidation was performed. At 400°C, 
the UO2 powdered continuously and was nearly colloidal in 
character. At about 600°C, the UO2 formed a hard layer on the 
uranium with no tendency to flake off. As the sample cooled 
below 300°C, the dioxide layer popped off and basically 
retained the hard, smooth shape of the original metal. 
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Figure 11 
URANIUM STEAM OXIDATION TO U 0 2 

Specifically, for Che? design envisioned for AVLIS uranium 
process ing, uranium ijngots produced from Che purificacion 
process, e.g., pyroredox, distillation, electroreiining, 
etc . , must f irsc be reduced in size in an inert aCmosphere 
shear to enhance th-a reactivity of the uranium metal before 
being fed Co che oxidizer units through some type mechanical 
feeder. Two reactors; e.g., rocary kilns or vibrating trays, 
in series then can serve the purpose of oxidizing the metal 
to the required oxide form. Critically safe geometry or the 
use of fixed poisons are included in the reactor design. The 
sheared uranium segments are fed in parallel with superheated 
steam in an approximate 145 percent stoichiometric quantity. 
As the pieces of uranium and superheated steam pass through 
the reactor, the steara reacts with the uranium producing 
hydrogen and uranium dioxide which flakes off as a powder. 
One third of the exiting steam/hydrogen is recycled and 
combined with the incoming superheated steam in order to keep 
the hydrogen concentration in the steam ac a level that 
optimizes the oxidation of the uranium. 

The product (uranium/UC^) exiting the primary oxidizer is 
passed through a screen, and the oversized material is 
collected and recycled as feed material to che primary 
oxidizer. The product passing through the vibrating screen is 
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fed to a secondary oxidizer in parallel with a stream of 
nitrogen with a small amount of heated air. The powdered 
DC^/uranium and nitrogen/air mix pass through the secondary 
oxidizer tr adjust the 0/U ratio. 

Major uncertainties of the process are the current state of 
development and the ceramic quality of oxide that will be 
produced. While, steam oxidation of uranium metal may not 
produce a powder with acceptable physical characteristics, it 
is conceivable to expect that subsequent oxidation to U3O8 
followed by hydrogen reduction to UO2 will improve the 
morphology of the dioxide powder produced. The number of 
oxidation/reduction cycles which would be required to produce 
acceptable fuel pellets is unknown at this time. Cost 
evaluations for the impact of each additional oxidation/re
duction cycle that would be required are underway. Steam 
oxidation certainly needs considerable experimental develop
ment and demonstration testing if it is to become a viable 
alternative to wet processing technology. 

ECONOMIC SUMMARY 

Uranium processing for a Uf'g in--UFg out AVLIS scenario 
amounts to about $15/separative work unit, or almost one -
third the total enrichment SWU cost for an AVLIS enrichment 
plant, according to studies completed in DOE's advanced 
isotope process selection. When added to the cost to produce 
the UFg from uranium ore concentrate and to convert the 
enriched UFg to uranium dioxide, the total uranium processing 
cost for AVLIS is approximately $140/kg U product or equiva
lent to about $30/SWU. For a 14 million SWU per year plant, 
this would amount to more than $400 million per year in cost 
to the nuclear fuel cycle customers. The systems analys is 
study has identified alternatives which provide the option to 
substantially reduce the cost of uranium processing for 
AVLIS. These alternatives are ranked according to estimated 
production costs in Table II. 

Detailed capital and operating cost estimates were prepared 
for the thermite reduction and product fluorination to UFg 
processes, since they were the baseline design for AVLIS 
during the advanced isotope selection process. These cost 
est imates were developed with support from Martin Marietta 
Energy Systems, LLNL, Stone & Webster Engineering Corpora
tion, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, and Bechtel Nation
al, Inc. and were based on a government operated, 12 million 
SWU/year production plant, located at nhe existing Oak Ridge 
Gaseous Plant site. Cost estimates indicate a unit cost of 
approximately $8-9/kg U feed to reduce natural UF5 to uranium 
metal, excluding the cost of the uranium hexafluoride feed 
material. Elimination of the UF4-»UFg-+UF4 process steps can 
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r e s u l t in approximately $2.50/kg savings to the feed conver
s ion process (avoiding the UF^UFg s t ep ) and. $ l /kg savings to 
the thermi te r educ t ion process (avoiding the UFg^UF^ reduc
t i o n s t ep ) for an o v e r a l l fuel cycle savings on the order of 
53.50/kg feed. 

Table II 
ECONOMIC RANKING OF VARIOUS URANIUM PROCESSING ALTERNATIVES 

FEED CONVERSION (PROJECTED U 30a—U-metal) 

• ELECTROLYTIC REDUCTION 
INCREASING 

• PYROMETALLURGICAL PROCESS COSTS 

• THERMITE BOMB REDUCTION (UF 4 ) 

• THERMITE BOMB REDUCTION (UFg) 

PRODUCT FABRICATION (U-metil—U02> 

• DISSOLUTION/SOLVENT EXTRACTION--ADU PRECIPITATION INCREASING 
COSTS 

• OlSTtLLATION/STEAM OXIDATION (1 CYCLE) 

• DISTILLATION/STEAM OXIDATION (MULTIPLE CYCLES) (EXPECTED) 

• PYROMETALLURGICAL/STEAM OXIDATION 
• FLUORINATICN TO UFg, ADU OR DRY PROCESSING TO U 0 2 

ALSO UNDER STUDY 

• DISSOLUTION/SOLVENT EXTRACTION-DIRECT DENITRATION 

Cost estimates were performed on the oxidation-fluorination 
product process ing in the same manner as for the thermite 
bomb reduction process for feed conversion. These cost 
studies indicated the cost to produce pure UFg from the 
enriched AVLIS metal is on the order of $21/kg of uranium (U) 
product. Since about 6 kg of feed are required to produce one 
kilogram of product, the cost of product conversion on a feed 
basis is approximately $3 5 0/kg. 

Capital and annual operating -osts ^or the alternative 
designs were scoped in a manner patterned after the baselined 
dosign cost estimates but not to the same level of detail. 
The alternative designs for feed, electrolytic reduction and 
pyrometallurgy both appear to offer significant cost reduc
tion opportunities for supplying AVLIS with metal feed. While 
there were not significant cost differences between those two 
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technologies, the pyrometAliurgical process has net reached 
the state of developmental maturity characteristic of 
electrolytic reduction, and would be expected to require a 
more costly and time consuming RD&D program to permit a 
production commitment. 

Metal dissolucion/solvent extraction with ADU precipitation 
provides several advantages fchen compared to the other 
possible product technologies. There is a large economic cost 
advantage to this process. The oxide product should not 
require further processing to allow use as a ceramic oxide. 
Furthermore, since each of the unit processes is well-
established operationally, it is expected that RD&D costs 
will be lower than for any of the other possible AVLIt> 
product conversion alternatives. In addition, this approach 
avoids the hazards and fluoride waste disposal problems 
associated with the UFf based process and allows highly 
precise liquid phase isotopic blending. Finally, similar 
solvent extraction/ADU precipitation processes have demon
strated high levels of reliability, availability, and 
maintainability during long-term operations. Cost estimates 
indicate the direct steam oxidation process, when coupled 
with distillation for metal product material purification, 
can produce UO2 on the order of the estimate i'ci dissolu
tion/solvent extraction with ADU precipitation, though it 
lacks the development maturiry of the ADU process. 

At the time o£ this writing, eco-w^ic evaluation of the ORNL 
direct d.enitration process has yet to be completed. As can be 
seen in figure 10, however, a comparison to ADU precipita-
tion/calc ination indicates that the direct denitration 
process eliminates approximatsly half the required unit 
operations. On the other hand, pellet characterization and 
testing has not been performed to fully qualify the oxide, 
although some sinterability testing at H-r.nford indicated very 
positive results. If the expected cost savings are achieved, 
direct denitration would be a viable method worth more 
serious consideration. 

Economic analysis requires many assumptions such as those 
relating to plant size, price/nost relationships, return on 
investment, capital recovery facuors. siting, waste disposal 
cost, market condicions, age of facilities and plant capaci
ty. We have placed all estimates on an equal basis and have 
assumed enrichment enterprise/government contractor opera
tions. Even accounting for expected cost estimate u.certain
ties, It is believed with a high level of confidence that for 
a metal-based fuel cycle, moving a^ay fror a UFg intermediate 
product offers substantial savings and gives electric utility 
customers the opportunity to realize the full savings AVLIS 
enrichment can offer. I'; is hoped that industry will arrive 
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at the same conclusion and actively seek these lower cost 
alternatives. 

CONCL0SIONS 

AVLIS RD&D efforts are currently proceeding toward full-scale 
integrated enrichment demonstrations in the late 1980's and 
potential plant deployment in the mid 1990's. Since AVLIS 
requires a uranium metal feed and produces an enriched 
uranium metal product, some change in current uranium 
processing practices are necessitated. AVLIS could operate 
with a UFg-in UFg-out interface with little effect to the 
remainder of the fuel cycle. This path, however, does not 
allow electric utility customers to realize Cua full poten
tial for low cost AVLIS enrichment. Several alternative 
processing methods have been identified and evaluated which 
appear to provide opportunities to make substantial cost 
savings. These alternatives involve varying levels of RD&D 
resources, calendar time, and technical risk to implement and 
provide these cost reduction opportunities. Both feed 
convers ion contracts and fuel fabricator contracts are long 
term entities. Because of these factors, it is not too early 
to start planning and making decisions on the most advan
tageous options so that AVLIS can integrate cost effectively 
into the fuel cycle. This should offer economic opportunity 
to all parties involved including DOE, utilities, feed 
converters, and fuel fabricators. 
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THE AVLIS PHOTOIONIZATION PROCESS IS 

1 
ATOMIC STRUCTURE 

The electron energy states of the 
uranium atom are very precisely 
defined and depend on the mass of the 
nucleus. These energies give rise to 
light absorption characteristics that 
are unique to each isotope. 

LASER LIGHT 
As an isotope absorbs light precisely 
color-tuned to its discrete energies, its 
electrons are excited to higher states. 

SELECTION 
With sufficient energy, the electron 
can leave the atom. This selected 
isotope is now tagged as a positive ion 
ready for separation. Unselected 
isotopes remain neutral. 

6.19 eV 
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ATOMIC VAPOR LASER ISOTOPE SEPARATION 
(AVLIS ) PROCESS m 

• Metallic uranium is melted and vapor Med. 
The vapor is illuminatsd by visible laser 
light, which photoionizes the selected 
isotope. The ions are then elect to magnetically 
exttacted. Inset shows ttw details of the 
separation process 
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AERIAL VIEW OF FACILITIES AT LIVERMORE 
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COPPER VAPOR USER u 
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SEPARATOR DEMONSTRATION FACILITY AT LLNL 
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AVLIS URANIUM PROCESSING OVERVIEW 

• From the viewpoint of process selection 

• Today's view 



IS 
CRITERIA FOR URANIUM PROCESSING 

ESTABLISHED FOR PROCESS SELECTION 

• UF 6 in — AVLIS — UF 6 out 
— Preserve existing industrial base and set 

of interfaces 

• Conservative design approach; use of existing technologies 

• All uranium processing facilities required for production 
contained within boundary of AVLIS production plant 

MARTI** MARIETTA 



THE "BASELINE" AVLIS URANIUM PROCESSING FACILITIES 
PROVIDED FOR A UF 6 IN — UF 6 OUT OPERATIONAL MODE 

THESE FACILITIES INCLUDED: 

• FEED CONVERSION - CONVERTS CUSTOMER UF6 TO U METAL DERBIES 

- H 2 REDUCTION OF UF6 TO UF 4 

- Mg REDUCTION OF UF 4 TO U 

- BOTH STEPS BASED ON PADUCAH DESIGN 

• FEED PREPARATION - PREPARES SEPARATOR FEED FROM U DERBIES 

• PRODUCT CONVERSION - CONVERTS ENRICHED METAL PRODUCT TO UF 6 

- OXIDIZE AND FLUORINATE TO UF f i 

• REQUIRES FLUORINE GENERATION PLANT 

- BLEND TO REQUIRED ASSAY 

«• URANIUM RECOVERY - CONVERTS NATURAL U DRY SCRAP TO 
UF f i FOR PROCESS RECYCLE 



"BASELINE" AVLIS U-PROCESSING FACILITIES 
ASSUMED FOR PEER REVIEW EVALUATION U 

"Basel ine" facilities convert U F 6 feed to 
metal and enriched metal product to U F 6 

Post-selection status of 
AVLIS U-processing 

Feed 
preparation 

Fluorine 
generation 

• PEB evaluation of 
technology: 

'baseline' 

Uranium 
recovery 

Magnesium 
storage 

"The technology to 
perform all material 
processing is widely 
available" 

PEB evaluation of cost 
reduction options: 

"The AVLIS plant 
(assumed for PEB 
evaluation) includes 
processing steps not 
required if feed and 
product were in forms 
different than UF e . 

Several alternatives could 
reduce the total cost of 
nuclear fuel." 



u 
PROCESS EVALUATION BOARD ENRICHMENT COST FOR AVLIS 

PEB projection for total 
enrichment cost is S48/SWU 

*1Q nn S12.40 

$5.60 

FY 86$ 

-processing 
^ capital / $3.45 

7%/ 

• Enrichment cost (S/SWU) 

— Capital 17.00 

— Operating 15.60 

— Total 32.60 

• Uranium processing cost ($/SWU) 

— Capital 3.45 

— Operating 12.40 

— Total 15.85 

$17.00 
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TODAY'S CRITERIA FOR URANIUM PROCESSING FOR AVLIS 

To select the lowest 
cost processing path 
constrained only by 
what is possible 
and sensible 

— Technically 

— Industrial 
interface 

— Meets plant 
deployment 
schedule 

m 

Fuel fabrication 

Throwaway 
0 cycle 

tr 
\ 

Enriching 
i a a P.-Tk^n \ 

tf 
<K. Spent-fuel processing 

° 0 0 f t P lu ton ium^ § High-level 
J <>o ( 

Proceuing 
Uranium \^V 

Q waste D 

a 
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Milling 
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Exploration Mining Federal final disposition 



EVOLUTION OF ENRICHMENT TECHNOLOGY 
INTERFACE TO THE FUEL CYCLE L5 

• ENRICHMENT TECHNOLOGY 

GASEOUS DIFFUSION 
PRODUCTION 

— AVLIS PRODUCTION 

• ENRICHMENT INTERFACE 
TO THE FUEL CYCLE 

85-89 90-94 95-99 00-05 
ORGDP 

STANDEY 

GDP # 3 
FIRST 
EXPANDABLE PLANT 

PRODUCTION 
DEMONSTRATION 

UNIT(S) SECOND 
PLANT 

GDP; UFfi 
pp"JiUPtfl/CTJJa-'MZ7-WKVff'».gw'^g BBPYMIS" 
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AVLIS URANIUM PROCESSING ALTERNATIVES 
is 

PYROMETALLUR-
GICAL PROCESSING 

TO U METAL 

PYROMETALLUR-
GICAL PROCESSING 

TO U METAL 

ELECTROLYTIC 
REDUCTION 
TO U METAL 

1 ' ELECTROLYTIC 
REDUCTION 
TO U METAL 

" 
METAL 
GRADE 

0 F 4 
-

THERMITE 
BOMB 

REDUCTION 
TO U METAL 

FEED 
PREP TO 

SEPARATOR 

— t 

AVLIS 
ENRICHMENT I 

DISSOLUTION & 
SOLVENT 

EXTRACTION 
WITH DIRECT 
DENITRATION 

DISSOLUTION 
& SOLVENT 

EXTRACTION 
WITH ADU 

FLUORIDE 
VOLATILITY 

TOUFg 

DISTILLATION 
& STEAM 

OXIDATION 

CERAMIC 
GRADE 
U 0 2 . . 
U0 3 ,UNH? 

UF f FUEL 
FABRICATION 

CERAMIC 
GRADE 
uo 2 . 
U0 3 ,UNH? 

PYROMETALLURGY 
& STEAM 

OXIDATION 

muumasa 



SCHEMATIC OF ELECTROLYTIC CELL 
FOR PREPARATION OF U-METAL FROM U3O8 IS 

Anode bus 

U 3 O a / U F 4 feed - , 

U metal pool 

Carbon brick 

Steel shell 

U 0 2 + 2C -> 2 CO + U + 4 + 4e" 

U + 4 + 4e" U c 

U 0 2 + 2C -* 2 CO + U° 

Cathode bus 

Insulation 

Nonconsumable anode 
connector 

Consumable graphite 
anode 

Molten salt 

Graphite crucible 
(cathode) 

At anode 

At cathode 

Overall 
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PYROMETALLURGICAL PROCESSES — REDUCER-MELTING VESSEL 

MgCI 2 /UCI 3 -

Mg-

Zn-
Ar-

U-Zn-Mg-

TO MgCI 2 FEED TANK 
4 

13 

}y;r)i/}>yjhh>'A 

•GRAPHITE 

a 

REDUCER-MELTER 

CASTING MOLD 
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PRIMARY CANDIDATES FOR AVLIS FEED CONVERSION 

ELECTROLYTIC REDUCTION IS THE PRIMARY TECHNOLOGY AND OFFERS: 

— LOW PRODUCTION COSTS 

— LOW COST SENSITIVITY TO WASTE DISPOSAL COST ESCALATION 

— HIGH LEVELS OF DEMONSTRATED URANIUM PRODUCTION 

— STRONG COUPLING TO MATURE ALUMINUM TECHNOLOGY 

PYROMETALLURGICAL REDUCTION IS A POTENTIAL BACKUP TECHNOLOGY WITH: 

— LOW PRODUCTION COST 

— HIGH COST SENSITIVITY TO WASTE DISPOSAL COSTS FOR UCI3 
CONVERSION BUT LOWER SENSITIVITY IS EXPECTED FOR U3O8 
CONVERSION FLOWSHEET 

— LOW LEVELS OF DEMONSTRATED URANIUM PRODUCTION 

— COMMONALITY WITH THE KROLL PROCESS FOR Ti/Zr PRODUCTION 



SOLVENT EXTRACTION/ADU— PRODUCT PURIFICATION OVERVIEW 

To stacR 

11 Flare 
HN0 3 

Off gas 
treatment & 

acid recovery 

Off gas 
treatment 

H 2 11 Flare 

t t 

H 2 

///// 
I r̂  ^ 

H 2 

Uranium Dissolution UNH 
Solvent 

extraction & 
waste calcin. 

UNH 
Blending 

& 
ADU pptn. 

( N H 4 ) 2 U 2 0 2 Calcining 
reduction 

grade 
—. U 0 2 
"*" powder 
*1 castings 

Dissolution 
Solvent 

extraction & 
waste calcin. 

Blending 
& 

ADU pptn. 
Calcining 
reduction 

grade 
—. U 0 2 
"*" powder 
*1 I . H 2 

Calc ned 

NH 4OH 
H 2 0 1 

H 2 1 
Moist 
N 2air waste oxide 

NH 3 storage. 

H 2 

Purchased 
NH 3 

cracking, 
& recovery 

• 

NH 3 



L5 
BLOCK FLOW DIAGRAM FOR MODIFIED DIRECT DENITRATION PROCESS 

• • • » T " C T S r " 

• • ™ rr 
HN0 3 RECOVERY 

OFFGAS 
TREATMENT 

FLARE 
HN0 3 RECOVERY 

OFFGAS 
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HN0 3 RECOVERY 
OFFGAS 

TREATMENT V 77////S 
H N 0 3 ' \ H,C, N 0 X , 0 2 , N 2 l 4 

\ 
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U03 

REDUCTION 
AND 

STABILIZATION 

(ENRICHED) - * . 
FROM SOLVENT 
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BLENDING TANKS 

1 
UNH 

FEED 
CONCENTRATION 

MIXED DENITRATION 
U03 

REDUCTION 
AND 

STABILIZATION 

• * - PRODUCT (ENRICHED) - * . 
FROM SOLVENT 

FINAL UNH 
BLENDING TANKS 

FEED 
CONCENTRATION 

MIXED DENITRATION 
REDUCTION 

AND 

STABILIZATION 
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FROM SOLVENT 

FEED 
CONCENTRATION 

SALT 
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ANHYD. 
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SURGE TANK 
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SYNTHESIS 
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UNENRICHED UNH 
SURGE TANK 

y 
AMMONIUM 

NITRATE 
SYNTHESIS 
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SURGE TANK 

y 
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STRIP SOL. 
TO SOLVENT 
EXTRACTION ' 

UNH FROM 
SOLVENT ~ 
EXTRACTION 

U 0 3 TO 
DISSOLUTION 

UNH 
1CONC. 
IEVAP I 

SCHEMATIC FLOWSHEETS FOR AVLIS 
PRODUCT CONVERSION (UNH TO U0 3 ) 

UNH 
SURGE 
TANK 

NH 4 NO3 
CONC. 
SURGE 

m 
RECYCLE AND 
WASTEWATER n. 

UNH 
BLEND 
TANK 

VOG 

CONDENSER 

ADU 
PPT 

TANK 

ADU 
SLURRY 

PUMP 

ADU 
CENT. 

CF3 
SUPERNATE 

CONC. 
(EVAP.I 

SUPERNATE 
SURGE • -

AJU 
SLURRY 
SURGE 

ADU 
SLURRY 

PUMP 

P 
ADU 

CALCINER 
UO3TO 
REDUCTION-
STABILIZATION 

A. ADU PRECIPITATION — CALCINATION 

STRIP SOL 
TO SOLVENT 
EXTRACTION 

UNH FROM 
SOLVENT 
EXTRACTION 

NH 4 NO3 
MAKEUP 

VOG 

" i • 1 1 l_ ' us UNH 
SURGE 
TANK 

UNH 

us UNH 
SURGE 
TANK Tfl NK 

UNH 
PUMP 

NITRIC ACID 
RECOVERY 
(EXISTING 
SYSTEMI 

t 
THERMAL 

DENITRATION 
ICALC.I 

SCRUBBER 
THERMAL 

DENITRATION 
ICALC.I 

U03TO 
REDUCTION-
STABILIZATION 
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URANIUM STEAM OXIDATION TO UO9 LIL' 

Uranium ingots 

Metal 
shear Feeder 

Filter HEPA Burner 

Hydrogen/steam recycle 

Rotary kiln Preheater 
steam 
supply 

Screen 

Oversize 
reject 

Filter 

Secondary kiln 

•Vent 

» HEPA 'Vent 

-Oxygen/Nitrogen 

U 0 2 

product 
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PRIMARY CANDIDATES FOR AVLIS PRODUCT CONVERSION 

• Wet solvent purification — ADU conversion to U0 2 is the primary 
technology and offers: 

— Low production cost 

— Low cost sensitivity to waste disposal costs 

— Conventional, mature technology and production bases 

• We are currently evaluating direct denitration conversion to U0 2 

to provide a dry processing alternative to the wet ADU process, 
because we expect: 

— Low production costs 

— Even less cost sensitivity to waste disposal costs 

— More technically mature dry route than steam oxidation 
t o U 0 2 



ECONOMIC RANKING OF VARIOUS 
URANIUM PROCESSING ALTERNATIVES 

FEED CONVERSION (PROJECTED U3O8—U-metal) 

• ELECTROLYTIC REDUCTION 

• PYROMETALLURGICAL PROCESS 

• THERMITE BOMB REDUCTION (UF 4 ) 

• THERMITE BOMB REDUCTION (UFg) 

PRODUCT FABRICATION (U-metal--U02) 

• DISSOLUTION/SOLVENT EXTRACTION--ADU PRECIPITATION 

• DISTILLATION/STEAM OXIDATION (1 CYCLE) 

• DISTILLATION/STEAM OXIDATION (MULTIPLE CYCLES) 

• PYROMETALLURGICAL/STEAM OXIDATION 

• FLUORINATION TO U F 6 , ADU OR DRY PROCESSING TO U 0 2 

ALSO UNDERSTUDY OTHER STUDIES UNDERWAY 

• DISSOLUTION/SOLVENT EXTRACTION-DIRECT DENITRATION 

IS 
INCREASING 

COSTS 

INCREASING 
COSTS 

(EXPECTED) 
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SUMMARY 

• • U F 6 IN — U F 6 OUT METHOD OF OPERATION FOR AVLIS DOES NOT PROVIDE 
THE LOWEST OVERALL FUEL CYCLE COSTS 

• A SYSTEMS ANALYSIS APPROACH HAS BEEN PERFORMED WHICH IDENTIFIES 
- — L O W COST OPTIONS FOR BOTH NATURAL URANIUM METAL FEED PREPARATION AND 

ENRICHED METAL PRODUCT CONVERSION 

• WHILE THESE ALTERNATIVE PROCESSING PATHS WILL REQUIRE SOME RD&D EFFORT, 
THERE APPEARS ADEQUATE TIME TO COMPLETE ALL DEVELOPMENT AND 
DEMONSTRATION NECESSARY TO BE IN PRODUCTION FOR PROCESSING URANIUM 
WHEN AN AVLIS PRODUCTION PLANT IS DEPLOYED 

• BY WORKING TOGETHER, THESE ALTERNATIVE PROCESSING PATHS SHOULD OFFER 
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY TO ALL PARTIES INVOLVED INCLUDING THE DOE, UTILITIES, 
FEED CONVERTERS, FUEL FABRICATORS AND ULTIMATELY THE ELECTRIC CONSUMERS 


